Result of Video Byte Competition for the Students held on 30th July 2018

Topic-“How to make CS Training a great learning experience for CS trainees”

Dear Students

Institute heartily congratulates the winner of the VideoByte Competition which was held on 30th July 2018.

The theme of the Competition was “How to make CS Training a great learning experience for CS trainees”. The main objective of the Competition was to guide and support the students undergoing training.

Institute is happy to note that all the entries which have been received have covered all the important aspects of training in the video bytes.

It was expected that many students will participate in this competition however the entries received are not as much as anticipated. Keeping in view the entries received and the criteria, Institute is declaring only one winner of the Video Byte Competition.

Institute congratulates Ms. Astha Pareek, the winner of Video Byte Competition.

Ms. Astha Pareek (Reg No. 240157084/09/2013)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SOv-6EC9Uw&feature=youtu.be

Institute congratulates all other participants also for their efforts.

It is requested that the winner of the Video byte Competition may send her latest photograph and address to Ms. Geetanjali .S. Rathore, Asst Director, Directorate of Student Services at: grss@icsi.edu

We will continue to conduct such activities for the Students. You may also give your valuable suggestions to the Institute.

Team ICSI